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Enhancement in Thermally Generated Spin Voltage at the Interfaces between Pd
and NiFe2O4 Films Grown on Lattice-Matched Substrates
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Efficient spin injection from epitaxial ferrimagnetic NiFe2O4 thin films into a Pd layer is demonstrated
via spin Seebeck effect measurements in the longitudinal geometry. The NiFe2O4 films (60 nm to 1 µm)
are grown by pulsed-laser deposition on isostructural spinel MgAl2O4, MgGa2O4, and CoGa2O4 substrates
with lattice mismatch varying between 3.2 and 0.2%. For the thinner films (≤ 330 nm), an increase in the
spin Seebeck voltage is observed with decreasing lattice mismatch, which correlates well with a decrease
in the Gilbert damping parameter as determined from ferromagnetic resonance measurements. High-
resolution transmission electron microscopy studies indicate substantial decrease of antiphase boundary
and interface defects that cause strain relaxation, i.e., misfit dislocations, in the films with decreasing lattice
mismatch. This highlights the importance of reducing structural defects in spinel ferrites for efficient spin
injection. It is further shown that angle-dependent spin Seebeck effect measurements provide a qualitative
method to probe for in-plane magnetic anisotropies present in the films.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient conversion of heat to electric energy in ther-
moelectric materials is an active field of research. Recent
studies on the interaction between electron spin and heat
flow have created a new area of research in spintronics that
is commonly referred to as spin caloritronics [1–7]. The
spin Seebeck effect (SSE), which involves generation of
spin current through heat flow, is one of the most promising
phenomena in the emerging field of spin caloritronics. One
approach to efficiently generate spin current is the imple-
mentation of a temperature gradient across a magnetic thin
film that is perpendicular to the magnetization [8–12]. The
spin current is generated parallel to the temperature gra-
dient via the so-called longitudinal spin Seebeck effect
(LSSE). It can be injected into a normal metal (Pt, Pd, Au,
etc.) electrode and converted into a charge current due to
the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) [13–15]. The electric
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field (EISHE) generated by the spin current in a normal
metal is described by the relationship [11]

EISHE = θSHρJs × σ , (1)

where θSH is the spin Hall angle, ρ is the electrical
resistivity of the normal metal, Js is spin current den-
sity, and σ is spin-polarization vector, collinear with the
magnetization M.

Using magnetic insulators as a source of spin cur-
rent has advantages over magnetic metals because unin-
tended effects such as the anomalous Nernst effect can be
neglected due to the absence of conduction electrons [16].
In magnetic insulators, magnons, the quanta of spin waves,
are the carriers of the generated spin current.

Yttrium iron garnet (YIG) is the most widely studied
insulating ferrimagnetic material for LSSE experiments
because of its low magnetic coercivity and an extremely
low Gilbert damping [17]. Nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4, NFO)
is also a promising candidate for high-frequency applica-
tions as its saturation magnetization is much higher than
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YIG [18]. The use of NFO has further advantages such as
the tuning of electrical properties by temperature [12] or by
oxygen content [19,20]. However, so far there have been
only few reports of LSSE using NFO thin films. The NFO
films used in previous studies were deposited by either
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method [12,21–23] or
reactive cosputtering [19,24–26] on MgAl2O4 substrate
that has a large lattice mismatch of approximately 3.2%,
resulting in the formation of antiphase boundaries (APBs)
and interface defects, such as misfit dislocations [27],
which limits their usability for device applications. Nev-
ertheless, recent nonlocal magnon spin-transport experi-
ments [26] based on the SSE in sputter-deposited NFO on
MgAl2O4 show that the magnon spin-diffusion length is
approximately 3 µm, which is in the same range as for
YIG [28]. We have recently shown that with appropriate
choice of substrates and growth conditions, NFO thin films
can exhibit a saturation magnetization as high as its bulk
value, with damping constant and coercivity values com-
parable to that of YIG [29]. Moreover, Pd is another metal
with high spin Hall angle besides Pt, which shows strong
potential for spintronics applications [30–32].

In this work, we report on a systematic study of
enhancement in the thermally generated ISHE voltage
for Pd/NFO films on different (001)-oriented isostructural
spinel substrates: MgAl2O4 (MAO), MgGa2O4 (MGO),
and CoGa2O4 (CGO) with decreasing lattice mismatch of
approximately 3.2, 0.8, and 0.2% with NFO, respectively.
The overall microstructure and the interface between the
films and substrates have been investigated by high-
resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM), which shows a substantial decrease of APBs and
misfit dislocations with decreasing lattice mismatch. For
thinner films (≤ 330 nm), the obtained LSSE results cor-
relate well with the damping parameters as determined
by ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurements. The
thermally generated spin-voltage signal increases with
decreasing lattice mismatch, whereas the damping param-
eter decreases.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation and characterization

High-quality epitaxial NFO thin films are deposited
using pulsed-laser deposition followed by in situ Pd depo-
sition by dc sputtering. For NFO film deposition we use
a laser fluence of approximately 1 J/cm2 in an oxygen
environment with a background pressure of 1.3 Pa. The
temperature of the substrates is kept constant at 700 °C
during film growth. We use three different (001)-oriented
spinel substrates, namely MAO, MGO, and CGO. The
MAO substrates are purchased commercially (CrysTec
GmbH), while the MGO and CGO substrates are prepared
from high-quality single crystals, which are grown at the
Leibniz Institute for Crystal Growth [33] and then cut and

polished by CrysTec GmbH, Berlin, Germany. We investi-
gate films with thicknesses ranging from 60 nm to 1 µm
deposited on substrates with a size of 3 × 5 mm2. For
LSSE measurements, the deposition of NFO film is fol-
lowed by in situ deposition of a 5-nm-thick Pd layer by dc
sputtering at 0.7-Pa argon pressure and 20-W power.

The films are structurally characterized using a Philips
X′Pert X-ray diffractometer. High-resolution STEM imag-
ing (along the [001] direction) is carried out on some of
the samples in an aberration-corrected Nion UltraSTEM™

200 microscope operating at 200 kV. Two different imag-
ing modes are used, the high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) and the low-angle annular dark-field (LAADF)
imaging modes. The HAADF imaging mode gives rise to
the so-called Z contrast, and it is acquired using an annu-
lar detector with a high inner collection angle [34]. On
the other hand, the LAADF imaging mode is achieved
using an annular detector with a smaller inner collection
angle, which allows collection of electrons scattered by
the strained regions giving rise to different angular distri-
butions of the annular dark-field signal, thus causing extra
contrast [35].

The films are magnetically characterized using vibrat-
ing sample magnetometry (VSM) in a PPMS® DynaCool™

system (Quantum Design). Room-temperature broadband
FMR measurements are performed using a coplanar
waveguide to determine the effective Gilbert damping
parameter of two films deposited on MGO and CGO
substrates and to obtain an estimate of the interface spin-
mixing conductance. The FMR measurements are carried
out in the in-plane geometry, i.e., with the quasistatic
magnetic field applied in the plane of the film.

B. Measurement setup for spin Seebeck effect

We use two methods to normalize the VISHE signal,
namely by heat flux and by thermal gradient. For the heat-
flux setup in Bielefeld, we use a calibrated Peltier element
clamped between the sample and one of the copper blocks
to detect the heat flux as described in Ref. [19,36–38].
The heat-flux method developed by Sola et al. helps to
improve the reproducibility when determined LSSE coef-
ficients are compared between different setups as well
as when remounting samples in the same setup [37,38].
In the thermal-gradient setups in Alabama and Bielefeld,
only the sample is sandwiched between two copper blocks
[Fig. 1(a)]. The Cu blocks are retained in good thermal
contact with Peltier elements for cooling and heating.
A thermally conducting and electrically insulating 250-
µm-thick SiC spacer is used between the top Pd layer and
the upper copper block. For a comparison of different spac-
ers, see Fig. S2 within the Supplemental Material (SM)
[39]. For all measurements the spacing between the voltage
probes (w) is kept constant, w ≈ 4.8 mm. The temperature
of the lower block is fixed at a base temperature T (room
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(a) FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the mea-
surement setup for temperature gradient
method. (b)–(d) Reproducibility of the
VISHE signal using a SiC spacer. The
measurements are done on 330-nm-thick
NFO films deposited on CGO, MGO,
and MAO. Black lines show the results
of the first measurement, while the red
lines show a repeat measurement after
remounting the same sample.

temperature, if not stated otherwise), while the tempera-
ture of the upper block is varied (T + �T) to obtain the
desired temperature difference across the sample. A K-
type thermocouple is used to measure the temperature
at each Cu block. For angular-dependent measurements,
the sample is rotated in plane with a manual stage. A
helium-based closed-cycle refrigerator is used to carry out
the low-temperature measurements. To check the repro-
ducibility of the voltage signal in our setup, we remeasure
the same sample repeatedly after remounting, but the volt-
age signal remains unaffected within the error limit as
shown in Figs. 1(b)–1(d). The primary source of error
in our measurements is the distance between the electri-
cal contact (approximately 4%). Since the voltage signal
remains essentially unchanged after repeated measure-
ments, we can compare results from the same setup using
the temperature-difference method in addition to the heat-
flux technique. We use the temperature-gradient method
for the LSSE measurements of magnetic field and temper-
ature variations. For a quantitative comparison of substrate
effects in LSSE, we use the heat-flux method.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural characterization of NFO films on

different substrates

All three (001)-oriented substrates, namely CGO, MGO,
and MAO, impose a compressive strain on the NFO film,

and hence the lattice parameter elongates in the out-of-
plane direction. It can be seen in Fig. 2(a) that the film
peak position shifts to lower values of 2θ (2θbulk = 43.33◦)
with increasing lattice mismatch. Omega scans in Fig. 2(b)
indicate that epitaxial quality of the films on MGO and
CGO are significantly better than the film on MAO. We
also perform off-axis XRD scans on few films deposited
on three different substrates and calculate the strain in
the films, which can be quantified by the parameter R =
(af − as)/(ab − as), with af , ab, and as as in-plane lat-
tice parameters of the NFO thin film (measured), NFO
bulk (literature), and substrate (single crystal), respec-
tively. Therefore, R = 1 for a fully relaxed film and R = 0
for a fully strained film. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the films on
CGO and MGO substrates have significantly lower values
of R than those on MAO and are not fully relaxed with
even the thickest films remaining strained. We also use
the x-ray reflectivity technique to determine the Pd layer
thickness, which is essentially the same (approximately
5.0 ± 0.4 nm) for all the samples.

Low-magnification STEM images of the films grown
on CGO, MGO, and MAO substrates are shown in
Figs. 3(a)–3(c), respectively. While the films grown on
CGO and MGO exhibit sharp interfaces and are essen-
tially free of APBs and other defects, the film grown
on MAO presents many structural defects. These defects
are clearly seen using the LAADF imaging mode, as
shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3(c). The bright contrast
of this image stems from crystal defects, mainly APBs,
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FIG. 2. (a) Standard θ -2θ diffraction patterns around the (004) reflections of the substrates (*) and films (↓), respectively. (b) The
FWHM of omega scans of NFO films grown on the different substrates. (c) Variation of the strain parameter R with the thickness of
NFO films deposited on the different substrates. The films on the MAO substrate are closer to being relaxed.
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FIG. 3. (a),(b) Low magnifica-
tion HAADF Z-contrast images of
NFO films (approxiamtely 60 nm)

grown on CGO and MGO sub-
strates, respectively. The inset
shows a characteristic FFT pattern
from the Z-contrast image of (b).
(c) Upper and lower panels show
low magnification Z-contrast and
LAADF images of NFO films
grown on MAO, respectively. The
inset shows an FFT of the NFO
film grown on the MAO substrate.
The yellow circles highlight the
extra reflections arising due to the
APBs. High-resolution Z-contrast
images of an APB within the bulk
of the film (d) and close to the
interface (e) of the NFO films
grown on MAO. APBs are high-
lighted in yellow.

with a crystallographic translation of 1/4a [001]. In high-
resolution STEM Z-contrast images they appear with a
clear distinct contrast, as highlighted in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e).
These defects also appear as a superstructure in fast Fourier
transform (FFT) patterns, as shown in the FFT of an NFO
film grown on the MAO substrate [inset Fig. 3(c)]. The
extra reflections marked with yellow circles in the FFT are
due to the presence of APBs, and are absent in the FFT pat-
terns of NFO films grown on CGO and MGO substrates
[inset Fig. 3(b)]. The LAADF image also shows that the
defects are unevenly distributed, as the density of APBs
decreases near the surface of the film. Our previous stud-
ies have established that even relatively thick NFO films
(100–450 nm) grown on CGO and MGO substrates remain
essentially fully strained while those on MAO are partially
relaxed with formation of misfit dislocations [29]. This
is consistent with the x-ray diffraction results. The films
on MAO also show the presence of threading dislocation
and dark diffused contrast areas, likely from A-site cation
vacancies [27,29]. The APBs and other structural defects
are known to cause a reduction of saturation magnetization
and increase in the FMR linewidth of the thin films com-
pared to their bulk values [40]. However, their effect on the
spin-transport properties and especially on ISHE remain
unknown.

B. Spin Seebeck effect measurements of NFO films on

different substrates

In Fig. 4(a), we show a schematic of the measurement
geometry for LSSE. The temperature gradient across the
film and the substrate is simulated using the heat-transfer
module and finite-element method available in COMSOL

Multiphysics®. The simulation for a 330-nm NFO film

on the MGO substrate is shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c).
The temperature gradient (�Tf ) is in the range of tens of
mK/µm when a temperature difference of approximately
20 K is applied across the Cu blocks. Figure 4(b) shows the
cross-section view of temperature distribution across the
stack. For clarity, the temperature profile across the film
is shown in the enlarged cross-section image [Fig. 4(c)].
Further details are provided in Sec. I of the SM [39,41–
43]. We find that the temperature difference across the film
scales with the temperature difference across the Cu blocks
and is essentially independent of the choice of the substrate
(MAO, MGO, and CGO) because of their similar thermal
characteristics (see Table I within the SM [39]).

In our geometry we are sensitive to the x̂ component
of EISHE (with VISHE = EISHE w, w is the distance between
voltage probes), and according to Eq. (1) we are sensitive
to the ŷ component of σ and thus M. The background sig-
nal is subtracted from data presented here (for raw data
please see Fig. S3 within the SM [39]). In Fig. 4(d), we
display the result for a 330-nm-thick NFO/MGO film with
angular variation from 0◦ to 90◦ between the voltage con-
tacts and the magnetic field. We observe that upon revers-
ing the direction of �Tz, the voltage signal is also reversed,
which is a characteristic behavior of VISHE induced by
LSSE (see Fig. S4 within the SM [39]). To obtain the max-
imum LSSE voltage the external magnetic field is applied
along the ŷ direction (θ = 90◦) to saturate the magnetiza-
tion aligned along this direction. This leads to a maximum
Vsat of approximately 27 µV. After magnetic field reversal,
the magnetization direction is changed into the opposite
direction and Vsat of approximately −27 µV is obtained.
During the magnetic field reversal process [Fig. 4(d)],
VLSSE acts in correspondence with the magnetization and
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correlates well with the VSM measurement (see Fig. S5
within the SM [39]). When θ is reduced, Vsat decreases
and follows the cross product of Eq. (1), which is evident
from Fig. 4(e). During the magnetic field reversal process,
the magnetization rotates towards one of the magnetic easy
axes aligned along 45◦ in [011] directions [44]. For angles
θ > 45◦ upon reducing the magnetic field, the projection
of the magnetization onto the ŷ direction also decreases,
which results in a decrease of VLSSE. For θ = 45◦, VLSSE

signal shows the maximum squareness while the magneti-
zation lies along one of the magnetic easy axes. For angles
θ < 45◦, VLSSE signal increases when the magnetic field
is decreased due to the increase of the projection of the
magnetization in the ŷ direction. Across H = 0 Oe, M lies
along one of the magnetic easy axes and results in nearly
the same remanent voltage signal for all angles θ (see Fig.
S6 within the SM [39]). For θ ≤ 30◦ we observe a slight
difference around H = 0 Oe, which can be attributed due
to the multidomain formation during the reversal process
[45]. We additionally perform magnetic and LSSE mea-
surements on an NFO film grown on (011)-oriented MGO
substrate (see details in the Appendix and the results in
Ref. [46]).

The temperature dependence (from 30 to 300 K) of nor-
malized LSSE voltage for 330-nm-thick films is shown

in Fig. 4(f), with the �T across the stack being fixed
at 20 K. This observation is similar to the results for
CVD-deposited NFO films on the MAO substrate [12].
In some previous reports, the temperature dependence of
the ISHE signal has been discussed for magnetic insulator-
normal metal hybrid structures [47–49]. A T3/2 variation at
low temperatures has been theoretically proposed, [47,48],
while a (Tc − T)3 (Tc is the Curie temperature) depen-
dence at higher temperatures has been experimentally
observed for Pt/YIG [49]. We combine these two tem-
perature regimes and fit our data [Fig. 4(f)] with VLSSE ∝
T3/2(Tc − T)3. This relationship fits well with our observa-
tion in the measured temperature range. From the fits, Tc is
found to be in the range 700–800 K, which is close to the
NFO bulk value (approximately 850 K) [50].

In Fig. 5(a), we plot the magnetic field variation of the
SSE voltage of 600-nm-thick films on MGO (circle), CGO
(square), and MAO (triangle) obtained using the heat-flux
method. Here the VLSSE signal of the film on MGO is larger
as compared to CGO. On the other hand, SSE voltage
across the films on the MAO substrate remains lowest in
both the measurement techniques, which is evident from
Figs. 4(e) and 5(a). In Fig. 5(b), we show the variation of
normalized saturation electric field (Ec) generated in the Pd
layer as a function of the lattice mismatch with the three

(a) (c)

(d) (e)
(f)

(e)

(b)

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of the LSSE measurement geometry. A temperature gradient is created along the ẑ direction; the magnetic
field is applied in the sample plane with an angle θ with respect to the x̂ direction, and the voltage is measured in the same plane.
(b),(c) Results of COMSOL Multiphysics® simulation for the generation of the temperature gradient across the sample and the heating
components. The film thickness is approximately 330 nm. (d) LSSE measurements for Pd/NFO/MGO (001) with voltage contacts
located along the x̂ direction and the external magnetic field applied in plane at various angles with respect to the voltage contacts. A
complete angular dependence of the saturation voltage for all three films (330 nm) is plotted in (e); the dotted lines are sine-function
fits. (f) Variation of normalized voltage signal [Vsat(T)/Vsat(290 K)] with various base temperatures (T) for 330-nm-thick films on
different substrates. The solid line is the fit to the NFO and CGO data using Eq. (1) described in the text.
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FIG. 5. (a) Magnetic field dependence of
spin-voltage signal generated at constant
heat flux (approxiamtely 24 kW/m2) for
three Pd/NFO films (600 nm) on different
substrates. (b) Influence of lattice mismatch
of NFO film with CGO, MGO, and MAO
substrates for two different film thicknesses.
(c) Thickness dependence for films on
different substrates (symbols), while solid
lines are fit to the equation ELSSE ∝ 1 −
exp(−tfilm/ξ ), ξ is the magnon propaga-
tion length [51]. All measurements are per-
formed using the heat-flux method at room
temperature.

substrates. We observe a weak SSE signal for films grown
on the MAO substrate and larger SSE response for NFO
films on MGO and CGO. Overall, it is noted that irrespec-
tive of the thickness of the films, the MAO substrate shows
the lowest LSSE signal. This signifies the importance of
lattice mismatch in enhancing the Ec/�q signal. In con-
junction with the STEM results we conclude that APBs
and other structural defects present in the films are one of
the reasons associated with the change in the LSSE signal.
The values of Ec/�q for Pd/NFO/MGO are in a similar
range (approximately 30 nm/A) as recently reported for
Pt/YIG/GGG thin film heterostructure (approximately 40
nm/A) [52]. Here, the effect of the lower spin Hall angle
of Pd [30–32] is probably compensated by a larger SSE in
the NFO. If directly compared to sputter-deposited Pt/NFO
bilayers (approximately 100 nm/A) [19], the effect of less
efficient spin-to-charge conversion in Pd becomes obvi-
ous. However, complete SSE thickness dependencies are
quite rare in the literature, especially when normalized to
the heat flux, and should be investigated in future stud-
ies. Finally, since the spin Seebeck resistivity Ec/�q is
only an effective SSE coefficient that still includes the
heat conductivity of the NFO, any thickness-dependent
change of the NFO heat conductivity can affect the thick-
ness dependence of the heat-flux-normalized SSE volt-
ages. The study of this dependence will be part of future
work.

Our measurements show an increase in normalized sat-
uration electric field (E) generated across the Pd layer
by the heat flux (�q) with increasing film thickness
[Fig. 5(c)], which can be explained based on character-
istic magnon propagation length (ξ ), i.e., the number of

magnons reaching the Pd-ferrimagnetic interface increases
with thickness [51–53] and contributes to the voltage sig-
nal. The value of ξ deduced from the fits is in the range
of 400–700 nm. This is lower than the recently reported
value obtained from nonlocal magnon spin-transport mea-
surements in sputter-deposited NFO films (approximately
3 µm) [26,54]. Such a discrepancy between local LSSE
and nonlocal magnon spin-transport results has also been
observed for YIG [28,51] and can be explained by the
different nature of the experiments. While magnons with
different propagation lengths can reach the Pd interface
in the local experiment, the magnons with small diffusion
length cannot make it to the Pd detector in the nonlocal
geometry. Upon further increasing the film thickness, we
observe an increase and saturation in the voltage signal.
Significant scatter is observed in the data points for the
films on CGO. This might be due to differences in the
quality of CGO substrates, which is also reflected in FMR
measurements, where we find scatter in the FMR linewidth
(see Fig. S8 within the SM [39]).

C. FMR measurements of NFO films on different

substrates

In addition to the LSSE measurements, we compare the
dynamical properties of NFO films (330 nm) deposited
on CGO and MGO substrates by FMR in the field along
the in-plane magnetic hard-axis geometry. From the mea-
surements, we estimate the effective magnetization (Meff)
and gyromagnetic ratio (γ ′) from fitting the frequency (f )
versus resonance field (Hres) data [Fig. 6(a)] to the Kittel
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equation in the in-plane configuration using equation

f = γ ′√(Hres + H4)(Hres + H4 + 4πMeff), (2)

where H4 is the fourfold in-plane anisotropy. The FMR
linewidth (�H ) versus frequency (f ) data is then used
to calculate the effective Gilbert damping parameter (αeff)
and inhomogeneous linewidth broadening (�H0) from the
equation [55,56]

�H = �H0 + 2αeff√
3γ ′

f . (3)

Linewidth versus frequency data is shown in Fig. 6(b)
for 330-nm-thick NFO films on MGO and CGO sub-
strates with the Pd top layer. The estimated value of the
αeff of the NFO/MGO and NFO/CGO thin films without
the Pd top layer are determined to be (22 ± 0.9) × 10−4

and (1.3 ± 0.9) × 10−4, respectively (see Fig. S9 within
the SM [39]). After Pd deposition we find an increase in
the damping constant and the effective Gilbert damping
parameter. The values derived from the fitting of the data
in Fig. 6(b) are (2.9 ± 0.1) × 10−3 and (2.3 ± 0.1) × 10−3

for the Pd/NFO/MGO and Pd/NFO/CGO films, respec-
tively. The difference in the Gilbert damping parameter of
the two films capped with and without Pd can be directly
related to the spin current density in the two films which
can explain the significant differences in the SSE voltage
for the two films [57]. It should be noted that the value of
αeff for NFO/CGO [(1.3 ± 0.9) × 10−4] is comparable to
the best reported value of YIG/GGG thin films (approxi-
mately 7.35 × 10−5) [17], suggesting that NFO/CGO is a
promising candidate for spin caloritronics and spin trans-
port in general. Furthermore, to estimate the spin-mixing
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FIG. 6. Broadband FMR measurement results of 330-nm-thick
NFO films with the Pd top layer deposited on CGO and MGO
substrates. (a) Microwave frequency versus resonance-field data
(symbols) are fitted to the Kittel equation (solid lines). The inset
shows a typical FMR spectra of the film at 30-GHz frequency.
(b) The dependence of FMR linewidth signal with resonance
frequency (solid data points) and solid lines are fits to calcu-
late the effective Gilbert damping and inhomogeneous linewidth
broadening.

conductance g↑↓ from FMR spin damping results, we use
the equation [58]

g↑↓ = 4πMs tNFO

gµB

(

αPd/NFO − αNFO
)

, (4)

where 4πMs, tNFO, g, µB, αPd/NFO, and αNFO are NFO
saturation magnetization, film thickness, Landé g fac-
tor, Bohr magneton, and effective Gilbert damping con-
stants of Pd/NFO and pure NFO, respectively. Based on
the values provided in our manuscript, g↑↓ for Pd(5
nm)/NFO(330 nm)/CGO is estimated to be approximately
2.1 × 10−17 m−2, which is somewhat higher than the
value of g↑↓ (approximately 6.9 × 10−18 m−2) for Pt(5
nm)/YIG(20 nm)/GGG reported in the literature [58].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, thin films of NFO exhibit improved struc-
tural, interfacial, and dynamical properties when grown on
lattice-matched substrates. The results clearly show that
higher LSSE signal is obtained for the most closely lattice-
matched substrates (MGO, CGO). We find that the thinner
films on the CGO substrate provide larger LSSE voltage
signal as compared to the other heterostructures and this
is consistent with the lower value of the effective Gilbert
damping of these films. COMSOL Multiphysics® simula-
tion indicates that the temperature gradient across the film
is in the range of tens of mK/µm. The measurements
using the heat-flux method also affirm the importance of
lattice matching to enhance spin-generated voltage sig-
nal that also correlates with the FMR results. Apart from
this, LSSE measurements provide a qualitative method to
study in-plane magnetic anisotropies by varying the angle
between the external magnetic field and the direction of the
contacts for the detection of the ISHE voltage. Improved
quality NFO thin films exhibit a damping parameter com-
parable to that of YIG/GGG, which makes them attractive
for spintronics as well as microwave applications. Further
improvement of the LSSE efficiency of NFO can be real-
ized by choosing substrates with even less lattice mismatch
compared to MGO and CGO.
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APPENDIX: SPIN SEEBECK MEASUREMENTS

OF NFO FILMS GROWN ON (011)-ORIENTED

MGO SUBSTRATES

Magnetization measurements are performed on a 330-
nm-thick NiFe2O4 film grown on (011)-oriented MgGa2O4

substrate to examine the in-plane magnetic anisotropy. As
shown in Fig. 7(a), we observe a sharp switching of the
magnetization when the external magnetic field is applied
along the magnetic easy axis [011̄], with a squareness
of approximately one. With the external magnetic field
applied along the magnetic hard axis ([100]), we obtain
switching behavior associated with a magnetic hard axis
with an anisotropy field of about 2000 Oe, and square-
ness far less than one. We measure the VISHE signal in two
configurations. In the first configuration the VISHE signal
is measured along the magnetic hard axis of the NiFe2O4

film, i.e., along the ŷ direction [Fig. 7(b)], and in the other
case the VISHE signal is measured along the magnetic easy
axis, i.e., along the x̂ direction [Fig. 7(c)].

In the first configuration, we measure the voltage signal
along the magnetic hard axis, i.e., along the [100] direc-
tion. When the magnetic field is applied along the magnetic
easy axis, i.e., along the [011̄] direction, the magnetization
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FIG. 7. (a) Variation of magnetization with magnetic field for a
330-nm-thick NFO/MGO (011) film. The magnetization is mea-
sured with the external in-plane magnetic field applied in the
direction of the magnetic easy axis [011̄] (black line) and the
magnetic hard axis [100] (red line), respectively. LSSE measure-
ments at various angles for Pd/NFO/MGO with voltage being
measured (b) along the [100] direction and (c) along the [011̄]
direction, respectively.

of the NiFe2O4 film also aligns along the same direction
and when the magnetic field direction changes polarity
the magnetization switches into the opposite direction.
This results in a sharp switching in the VISHE signal [90◦

in Fig. 7(b)] and it is comparable to the corresponding
magnetization measurement when the magnetic field is
applied in the [011̄] direction [Fig. 7(a)]. In the next step,
we change the angle θ of the external magnetic field with
respect to the voltage-measurement direction, i.e., from
the ŷ direction in the range from 0◦ to 90◦. In satura-
tion, the magnetization of the NiFe2O4 is aligned along the
direction of the external magnetic field for all θ angles.
The direction of the voltage measurement is only sensitive
for the detection of the spin current that is spin polarized
along the x̂ direction. The voltage generation due to ISHE
arises from the projection of the magnetization in the x̂

direction. Upon lowering the angle between the external
magnetic field and the ŷ direction, the saturation voltage
decreases in correspondence with the cross product in the
ISHE equation. When the magnetic field decreases, the
magnetization rotates coherently into the magnetic easy
axis. The projection of the magnetization in the x̂ direc-
tion increases, which also increases the measured voltage
by the ISHE. At zero magnetic field the magnetization
rotates completely into the magnetic easy axis. This occurs
for all angles θ up to 15◦, which results in nearly the
same voltage signal. Subsequently, when the magnetic
field polarity is changed the magnetization switches into
the opposite direction along the magnetic easy axis. Upon
increasing the magnetic field in the negative direction the
measured voltage decreases in corresponding to a coher-
ent rotation of the magnetization into the magnetic field
direction. For lower angles θ , the magnetization switching
deviates more and more from the sharp switching behav-
ior observed for larger angles. For 15◦ and 0◦, i.e., near
the magnetic hard axis, we observe a behavior correspond-
ing to the presence of multiple domains. The domains
rotate clockwise or counterclockwise into the next mag-
netic easy axis. This leads to an intermediate voltage for
0◦ around zero magnetic field, which is smaller than the
observed value when all domains rotate into the same
direction.

In the second configuration, we change the position of
the voltage contacts and measured the VISHE signal along
the magnetic easy axis. When the external magnetic field
is applied along the magnetic hard axis to complete the
typical LSSE configuration, i.e., θ = 90◦, we observe an
LSSE voltage curve similar to the magnetization curve
along the magnetic hard axis ([100] direction in Fig. 7(a)).
The LSSE signal saturates at the highest applied external
magnetic field. When the external magnetic field is reduced
the LSSE voltage does not show a sharp switching, but
favors the curved shape of the magnetization measurement
in the [100] direction with low remanence. While the pro-
jection of the magnetization into the ŷ direction decreases
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monotonically, the LSSE voltage also decreases. After
changing the polarity of the magnetic field, the magneti-
zation switches by 180◦ into the magnetic easy axis, which
is along the voltage contacts. This results in a nearly zero
voltage signal. When the magnetic field increases again
in the negative direction, the magnetization rotates back
into the magnetic field direction. The projection into the
ŷ direction as well as the absolute value of the VISHE

increases, because the electric field along the voltage con-
tacts increases due to the ISHE. The saturation voltage
follows, again, the cross product of the ISHE and can
be compared to the saturated voltage in Fig. 7(b). The
slight differences can be explained by misalignments of
the voltage contacts and the direction of the magnetic
field. For angles θ larger than 0◦ [Fig. 7(c)], the saturation
voltage increases (decreases) for positive (negative) mag-
netic fields similar to the configuration in Fig. 7(b). When
the magnetic field is reduced the curves for θ between
15◦ and 60◦ can be explained in the same manner as for
θ = 90◦. For θ = 0◦ the saturation voltage is nearly zero
as expected, but around zero magnetic field the measured
voltage increases (decreases) when the external magnetic
field is decreased (increased). Here, we expect an accurate
alignment with the voltage contacts, but a misalignment of
the voltage contacts with respect to the magnetic easy axis.
This results in a slight voltage contribution at zero field
when the magnetization rotates into the magnetic easy axis.
The LSSE measurements provide an attractive alternative
to investigate in-plane magnetic anisotropies by varying
the direction of the voltage contacts and the angle of the
external magnetic field. The alignment accuracy between
the voltage contacts, and the external magnetic field with
respect to the magnetic easy axis can in principle be con-
trolled very precisely. This kind of vectorial magnetometry
based on LSSE measurements has been described in detail
in Ref. [46].
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